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Hacking a car ..the story



Iphone on weels



Iphone on weels

 Appolo 11 , had 145 
000 lines of computer 
codes .

 Android opperating 
system has 12 million.

 Future car has easily 
100 millon

Security Risk =

Probability of Incident Attempt×Vulnerability×Damage



Sensors Vulnerabilities

 Devices that can sense and measure different 

variables 

Position , level , humidity , flow , force , acceleration , 

temperators , weight , size , light , color …



Sensors Vulnerabilities

Because of 

encryption 

mechanism  

data can be 

captured over 

the air.



Motivations ..

 Motivations of car attacks , may be :

To develop skill levels and resources , 

(academic) researchers for scientific reasons. 

(organized) criminals with large budgets that 

want to steal valuable data from a vehicle, for 

financial gain. 

Or chip tuning, the car owner himself may be the 

‘attacker’ who wants to unlock extra features or 

gain (engine) performance



Sofware  and applications 
Vulneralities 

 Deny of service , password stealing , code 

insertion are some of the attacks that  

threaten  sotware code vulnerabilities  of  

control  traffic  systems …



Communication Channels and 
Ports  Vulnerabilities 



Privacy and Data Vulnerabilities 

 In ITS small 

scale , sniffing 

and 

eavesdropping 

attacks were 

proved.

 In 2,734,691 

messages 

transmitted 

68,542 captured 



Privacy and Data Vulnerabilities 

Denial of service 

attacks , Ddos

Could disturb or 

disable 

temporarily  

traffic and 

transportation 

services 



Camera and Image collection 
Vulnerabilities



Vulnerabiliy Facts



Conclusion

 Vulnerabilities of car design figure  at many 

levels of hardware and software parts . 

Because designs focus on functionality and 

safety  with unsecure technology . 

 Road safety players should adopt the security 

issue in their future plans .  



Thanks

Can we trust autonomous cars and send our kids 

to school without driver?

morsli2002@hotmail.com
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Can we trust autonomous cars  in one day and 

send our kids to school without driver?
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